Skyscraper

Skyscraper is a American action film written and directed by Rawson Marshall Thurber and starring Dwayne Johnson,
Neve Campbell, Chin Han, Roland.Critics Consensus: Well-cast yet derivative, Skyscraper isn't exactly a towering
action thriller feat, but it's solidly constructed enough to stand.Official movie site for Skyscraper, a new action-thriller
starring Dwayne Johnson. Now playing in theaters.Action Chin Han, Roland Moller. A security expert must infiltrate a
burning skyscraper, stories above ground, when his family are trapped inside by criminals.A few strong suspense scenes
can't save uneven action movie. Read Common Sense Media's Skyscraper review, age rating, and parents guide.A
database of world skyscrapers. Home Diagrams Database Maps Forum Skyscraper Posters. Home > Database > Mexico
> Acapulco, Login Register.Skyscraper movie reviews & Metacritic score: Former FBI Hostage Rescue Team leader
and U.S. war veteran Will Ford (Dwayne Johnson) now assesses.How Rock rolls: Skyscraper is the future of film. Yes,
it's a remake of Die Hard. But it's got The Rock in it. With half a leg missing. Stuart Heritage.The latest Tweets from
Skyscraper (@skyscrapermovie). Now playing in theaters.Skyscraper. 83K likes. Global icon, Dwayne Johnson, finds
the tallest, safest building in the world suddenly ablaze, and he's been framed for it. A.A former FBI agent must save his
family from a blazing fire in the world's tallest building.People do ridiculous things in movies all the time. In
Skyscraper, terrorists purposefully set a story building on fire in order to get at a flash.2 days ago Can China save
Skyscraper from collapsing at the box office? Dwayne Johnson 's disaster drama collected $75 million internationally
this.Will Sawyer is a former FBI agent and U.S. war veteran who now assesses security for skyscrapers. While he's on
assignment in China, the world's tallest and.23 hours ago Skyscraper didn't hit big with American audiences, so how
have Chinese viewers responded to The Rock's new thriller?.Dwayne Johnson stars in Skyscraper. Search film times and
book tickets online at Vue Cinemas.
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